Explaining persistence in online learning: A review study
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Learners’ persistence in online learning plays a crucial role in achieving successful learning outcomes. In an effort to understand the underlying psychological mechanism of learners’ persistence in such environments, a systematic review is conducted to synthesise the existing knowledge. This concise paper presents three fundamental findings derived from the review project, namely, mapping the current research landscape, exploring the motivations propelling researchers to investigate this phenomenon, and examining the theoretical models employed in literature to explain learners’ behaviours.
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Introduction

Online learning has emerged as a feasible alternative to supporting education during critical situations such as the pandemic. However, the high dropout rate has been extensively documented and investigated as a major hindrance to students’ success in online learning. The extant reviews have identified certain factors that either facilitate or hinder learning persistence in online learning. However, these reviews were not sufficiently systematic and comprehensive in terms of addressing the topic of online learning persistence, as their search strategies were tailored to other research objectives. For instance, Kennedy’s review study (2014) focused on MOOC characteristics, and the review by Ng (2019) investigated student motivation in open and distance education. Furthermore, these reviews (e.g., Hart, 2012; Lee & Choi, 2010; Paton et al., 2018) failed to encompass the scholarship on online learning persistence in K-12 education and during the pandemic. This omission poses a risk to the currency of the review and its ability to inform current practices in the field. To fill these literature gaps and understand learners’ psychological processes underlying their decision to either persist in or drop out from online learning, the present study conducted a systematic review to synthesise the accumulated knowledge on this phenomenon. This concise paper reports three key findings from this review project.

Methods

A thorough literature search was performed across four academic databases, namely Scopus, WOS, ERIC, and ProQuest. Types of online learning and their synonyms were utilised as search words, including “web-based learning”, “e-learning”, “online learning”, “online programs”, “e-programs”, “distance education”, “blended learning”, “virtual learning”, and “MOOC”. Additionally, synonyms and antonyms for “persistence”, such as “retention”, “completion”, and “continuance” were also employed as search terms. The search timeframe was defined as spanning from 1990 to 2022. As a result of this search strategy, a total of 3,793 records were identified. Only studies conducted within educational settings that specifically investigate learners’ persistence or dropout from online learning environments were considered for inclusion in this review. Following a rigorous screening process based on the predetermined eligibility criteria, a total of 208 empirical studies were retained for further analysis. Content analysis was adopted as the data analysis technique to synthesise the information extracted from the included studies.

Results

Mapping the Extant Knowledge Base

The article pool (n = 208) included 194 journal articles (published in 100 journals) and 14 conference papers. The following five journals together published more than 50 articles across the years, with the journal Computers & Education being the first to publish research on the topic: International Review of Research in Open and Distributed Learning (n = 14); Computers & Education (n = 12); Interactive Learning Environments (n = 9); Computers in Human Behavior (n = 9); Education and Information Technologies (n = 7).
Most research was coauthored by two or more researchers, with only 37 articles published by single authors. Prolific authors included: Yung-Ming Cheng (n = 7, Taiwan); Young Ju Joo (n = 5, Korea); Chao-Min Chiu (n = 4, Taiwan); and Zhen Shao (n = 4, China).

**Reasons for Investigating Online Learning Persistence**

Against a common background that technological advances have empowered online learning to become an established or alternative learning mode alongside on-site education, the included studies were initiated for various reasons. A content analysis of the background information extracted from the articles identified eight distinct reasons driving these research efforts (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>No. of articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dropout from online learning being more severe than that for on-campus courses</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dropout incurring cost</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dropout damaging students’ learning</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dropout eroding institutions’ reputation</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The impact of Covid-19</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dropout threatening online learning’s sustainability</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Seeking for diversity in research parameters</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Authors’ interest in specific theoretical constructs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Studies usually reported multiple reasons.*

Many researchers were driven to examine online learning persistence, as it has been consistently observed that online courses/programmes experience higher dropout rates than their campus-based counterparts (see Table 1). Studies were also conducted because learners’ early withdrawal from online learning might incur costs for multiple stakeholders: a) Institutions invest significant resources in teaching faculty, facilities (Cochran et al., 2014), and online learning systems (Chow & Shi, 2014), making it wasteful when learners drop out of courses. Additionally, from a business standpoint, investigating learning persistence becomes a valuable topic for institutions, because acquiring new customers/learners is costlier than retaining existing ones (Chiu & Wang, 2008); b) Dropping out of online courses entails losses in terms of finances, time and effort for learners. This is particularly significant in high-stake educational endeavours, such as in an online PhD program, students’ discontinuance might burden their families financially (Lee et al., 2020).

Research efforts were also spurred by researchers’ concerns regarding the detrimental impact of high dropout rates on students (n = 19), including affecting their educational achievement (Yasmin, 2013); diminishing students’ confidence in learning, leading to failure and social isolation (Lakhal & Khechine, 2021); and disrupting the learning experience of remaining students and damaging their morale (Nistor & Neubauer, 2010). Besides, some researchers mentioned that high dropout rates would erode institutions’ reputation, brand, and image as it reflected negatively on their performance standards, further affecting their future funding from governments (Netanda et al., 2019). The high dropout rates might also hinder the profitability and development of online learning education, thereby posing a threat to its sustainability. The advent of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 has further heightened the need for effective online learning and the importance of research on online learning persistence.

As online learning garners increasing acceptance, it has opened up opportunities for researchers to pursue diversity in their research parameters. Specifically, scholars have shown interest in exploring under-researched countries, new learning content, and novel learner demographics (n = 52) (see Table 2). This particular motivation has gained increasing prominence in recent years. Another discernible trend within the included studies is that a growing number of studies are driven by authors’ inquisitiveness to investigate the roles of specific theoretical constructs in influencing learning persistence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US-affiliated Pacific Islands</td>
<td>Rao &amp; Giuli, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Mwenje &amp; Kasowe, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning contents

- Online EdD programs (Rockinson-Szapkiw et al., 2016)
- Parenting intervention (Dadds et al., 2019)
- Social work master’s degree (Detres et al., 2020)

Learner demographics

- College student-athlete (Nichols & Levy, 2009)
- Students with disabilities (Stewart et al., 2013)
- Employees of public organisations (Pereira et al., 2015)
- Military student populations (Volk et al., 2020)
- Medical professionals (Cheng, 2022)
- Minority or vulnerable learners at a community college (Edmunds et al., 2021)

Models Explaining Online Learning Persistence

To explain online learning persistence, over two-thirds (n = 141) of the included studies employed a theory-driven approach in their research design. These studies drew upon theories predominantly rooted in the research fields of management of information systems, education, and psychology. Among these, the Expectation Confirmation Model (ECM) (Bhattacherjee, 2001) and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) were the most frequently used baseline models.

The full model or part of the ECM was selected and tested in 34 studies, and 22 studies opted to test the full or partial TAM. Figure 1 displays the test results regarding the paths in these two models, respectively. Among the proposed paths in these two models, the two paths in ECM associated with satisfaction (satisfaction→Continuance Intention & Confirmation→Satisfaction) were most commonly tested in the included studies. On the other hand, the formation of learners’ attitudes (PEU→Attitude & PU→Attitude) in TAM received the least attention from scholars. Based on the statistics presented in Figure 1, the majority of the studies provided support for the validity of both models in explaining learning persistence. However, it is worth noting that ECM was more frequently adopted in this literature body compared to TAM. Some researchers have put forth the argument that TAM primarily focuses on the initial adoption of online learning, and it may not adequately address the acceptance-discontinuance anomaly (Dai et al., 2020). This perspective could explain the relatively lower usage of TAM compared to ECM in the examined studies.

![Figure 1: Test results of ECM and TAM](image)

Note. sig: significant result; 29 sig.: 29 studies reporting significant results; n.s.: non-significant results; 1 n.s.: one study reporting insignificant results. The number of studies presented in the figures was less than 34 for ECM and 22 for TAM, which is due to the fact that some studies only adopted part of the models in their studies.

Conclusion and discussion

To optimise the online learning experience and promote online learning outcomes, the present review synthesises the research findings regarding the underlying mechanisms influencing learners’ persistence in
online learning. The analysis of the included studies reveals that journal articles were the primary research output format in this research body. Similar to other research fields (Thelwall & Maflahi, 2022), the research of online learning persistence has experienced continuous growth in co-authorship. In addition, researchers were driven by diverse reasons when investigating online learning persistence. An increasing number of researchers stated that the studies on learning persistence were motivated by their interest in new research parameters including under-researched countries, new learner demographics and learning contents. Seeking diversity is a prominent trend identified from the content analysis of the background information of the included studies. Lastly, ECM and TAM were the most commonly adopted theoretical baseline models in these studies. A majority of the included studies reported significant and positive associations for the paths proposed in the two models, supporting their validity in explaining online learning persistence. However, the strength of the associations, indexed by the values of $\beta$, is dispersed. Further research needs to explore the underlying reasons for such variations. In addition, future studies are also encouraged to confirm whether the model structure and contextual features are potential contributing factors for those insignificant results reported in the studies.
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